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FIELD NOTES

ABOV� A winding exposed aggregate water

feature at the Chase Garden was featured
on the cover of Time Life's EncyclOl)edta
of Gardening's Winter Gardens.

WT: The collective vision of lone and
Emmott Chase and Rex Zumwatt (far right)
would turn the Chase Garden into one of
the des,gner's most enduring and recog·
mzed contributions to the dialogue of
landscape design.
Pl>oto:cwte>YolllitChaw-w,,,es

A clear day at the Chase Garden w,th Mt. Rainier v1S1ble ,n the background. Pl>oto;Wlllaa.,,,,,

Landscape Designer Rex Zumwalt
A Mid-Century Modern Legacy
bySTEVECORDERA

Rex Zumwalt designed
tasteful, rest.rained landscapes that seamlessly blended
with the architecture of the time. Rex graduated with
a degree in landscape architecture from Oregon State
University in 1955, and after a brief stint working for
the Oregon State Parks Department he entered private
practice as part of Chaffey Zumwalt. Associates. For
THROUGHOUT HIS CAREER,
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nearly 60 years he developed a unique, recognizable
style that combined fonnal spaces and clean lines with
decentralized plans and naturalistic, free-flowing paths.
Rex's most noteworthy garden is the nationally
recognized Chase Garden in Orting, Washington. With
its awe-inspiring view and temperate climate, the land
scape blended native plants with a Japanese-inspired
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Mid-Century modern design. Rex completed the design
for the Chase Garden in 1962.
Rex designed the bones of the garden, while owners
Emmott and lone Chase completed much of the construc
tion and plant selection. Rocky outcroppings tumble
through the native plants and laceleaf maples, blurring
the line bet.ween a formal Japanese rock garden and a
more nattu·alistic alpine planting. Rex excelled at the
placement of large boulders and, given the garden's
elevation and its mountain views, the various rocky
outct·oppings look particularly believable, as if they
were an accident of nature. In fact, Rex or the Chases
carefully placed eacl1 1·ock. As Emmott Chase said,
"there isn't a plant, tree, or rock around this house that
1 haven't moved at least twice."

The modest house with its low-slung, Dutch
gabled roof and extended rafters is a quintessential
Mid-Century modern structure with distinctly
Japanese overtones.
Paths meander among the flowerbeds and trees
dividing the forest and meadows from the semi-formal
lawns, the largest. of which permits a dramatic, unob
structed view of Mt. Rainier framed by Douglas-firs.
The path then disappears behind the trees, almost
demanding exploration-an al'l'angement. Rex would
return to some 30 years later on my parent's front
lawn. In many ways, the Chase Garden set the tone
for his career that would follow, and elements from
this early project were repeated in his design work
as late as the mid 1990s. Now a part of the Garden
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